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Abstract Chemical shifts of amino acids in proteins

are the most sensitive and easily obtainable NMR

parameters that reflect the primary, secondary, and

tertiary structures of the protein. In recent years,

chemical shifts have been used to identify secondary

structure in peptides and proteins, and it has been

confirmed that 1Ha, 13Ca, 13Cb, and 13C¢ NMR chemical

shifts for all 20 amino acids are sensitive to their sec-

ondary structure. Currently, most of the methods are

purely based on one-dimensional statistical analyses of

various chemical shifts for each residue to identify

protein secondary structure. However, it is possible to

achieve an increased accuracy from the two-dimensional

analyses of these chemical shifts. The 2DCSi approach

performs two-dimension cluster analyses of 1Ha, 1HN,
13Ca, 13Cb, 13C¢, and 15NH chemical shifts to identify

protein secondary structure and the redox state of

cysteine residue. For the analysis of paired chemical

shifts of 6 data sets, each of the 20 amino acids has its

own 15 two-dimension cluster scattering diagrams.

Accordingly, the probabilities for identifying helix and

extended structure were calculated by using our scor-

ing matrix. Compared with existing the chemical shift-

based methods, it appears to improve the prediction

accuracy of secondary structure identification, partic-

ularly in the extended structure. In addition, the

probability of the given residue to be helix or extended

structure is displayed, allows the users to make deci-

sions by themselves.
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Abbreviations
2D Two-dimension

BMRB BioMagResBank

H a-helix

G 310-helix

I p-helix

B b-strand

E Extended structure

C Random coil structure

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance

PDB Protein data bank

Introduction

Early secondary structure prediction methods rely upon

amino-acid sequence alone, and have been reported to

be as high as 78% on selected datasets (Albrecht et al.

2003). It seems that there is an upper limit for predic-

tion accuracy by using amino-acid sequence informa-

tion only (Rost 2001). Over the past 15 years, the strong
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correlation between chemical shift and secondary

structure has been presented (Szilagyi and Jardetzky

1989; Pastore and Saudek 1990; Spera and Bax 1991;

Wishart et al. 1992; Le and Oldfield 1994; Luginbuhl

et al. 1995; Wishart and Nip 1998; Iwadate et al. 1999;

Sibley et al. 2003). Obviously, chemical shift data pro-

vide valuable insights into identification of protein

secondary structure. Wishart and Sykes (1994) pro-

posed first automatic protocol (CSI) based on statistical

analyses of 1Ha, 13Ca, 13Cb, and 13C¢ NMR chemical

shifts to identify the protein secondary structure. Since

then various automatic programs to assign secondary

structures have been presented along with a variety of

nuclei chemical shifts and machine learning approach.

Basically, two strategies of the secondary structure

identification using chemical shifts were adopted. The

first strategy was solely on the basis of chemical shift

information, as used in CSI approach. In addition, the

probability-based protein secondary-structure identifi-

cation (PSSI) is also a chemical shift-based method

(Wang and Jardetzky 2002). The second strategy was a

combined algorithm using both chemical shifts and the

sequence information. For instance, PsiCSI combines

information from chemical shifts and protein sequences

by using three layers of neural network approach

(Hung and Samudrala 2003). A recent study by

Eghbalnia et al. (2005) shows that an energetic con-

formational analysis model (PECAN) that presents a

framework of combining sequence and chemical shift

yielded the most favorable energetic description to

identify secondary structure.

As mentioned above, existing methods (PSSI, CSI,

and PsiCSI) are one-dimensional analysis of chemical

shift data, i.e., each residue has n types of decision

indices to identify secondary structures if n kinds of

nuclei chemical shifts were used. For example, for six

data sets of chemical shifts, i.e., 1Ha, 1HN, 13Ca, 13Cb,
13C¢, and 15NH, then six independent chemical shift

indices or probability values for each residue will be

obtained. Thus, it is possible to estimate a consensus

secondary structure by combining these indices or

probabilities. Unlike the one-dimensional analysis,

n! n� 2ð Þ!� 2ð Þ= decision indices with paired chemical

shifts of n data sets could be calculated by using the

two-dimensional analysis. Herein, paired chemical

shifts of 6 data sets were analyzed, and then 15 prob-

ability values of being in helix or extended structure

from their two-dimension cluster analyses for each of

20 amino acids were calculated. Therefore, it is rea-

sonable to assume that global accuracy for identifying

secondary structure obtained by two-dimensional

analysis would be more accurate and reliable than

those from one-dimensional.

In this paper, we applied the two-dimensional sta-

tistical analysis method to identify secondary structure

in protein by using only chemical shift information. To

avoid an artifactual increase in calculated average

global accuracy, a dataset containing ~ 40,706 residues

from 336 non-redundant proteins were used in evalu-

ating the global accuracy of our 2DCSi method. In

addition, we analyze the performance of the 2DCSi,

CSI, and PsiCSI methods using a set of 45 reference-

corrected novel proteins, and compare individual pre-

diction accuracy of three secondary structure states. A

2DCSi web server is also established which enables

users to submit NMR chemical-shift data and return

protein secondary structure identifications and the

redox states of cysteine residues in both simple graphic

and tabular formats. In addition, the actual probability

values of being in helix or extended structure states

were presented.

Materials and methods

Description of the 2DCSi method

2DCSi is based on analyzing paired two-dimensional

scattering diagrams of six chemical shift data sets, i.e.,
1Ha, 1HN, 13Ca, 13Cb, 13C¢, and 15NH to identify the

secondary structure and redox state of amino-acid

residues in proteins. A three-step method was em-

ployed herein: (i) data sets of chemical shifts and

protein secondary structures were collected for analy-

sis, and then cross-referenced; (ii) 15 cluster scattering

diagrams were plotted for paired chemical shifts of 6

data sets, and the clusters as a function of the sec-

ondary structure were examined; (iii) the score matri-

ces created for each of 20 amino acids were used to

determine the secondary structures and redox state of

cysteine residues.

Data sets of chemical shifts and protein secondary

structures

Two preliminary data sets that separately containing

chemical shifts of 20 amino acids and secondary

structure assignments were generated. The Oct. 27,

2005 release of RefDB (Zhang et al. 2003) at the URL

http://www.redpoll.pharmacy.ualberta.ca contains NMR

chemical shifts of 601 proteins. We performed an

automatic pattern matching procedure coded in ANSI

C programming language to collect six chemical shifts.

At the same time, data set of secondary structures was

collected by following three different assignment

programs. In order to reduce the bias to a particular
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assignment, DSSP, STRIDE and VADAR (Kabsch

and Sander 1983; Frishman and Argos 1995; Willard

et al. 2003) were used to define the secondary struc-

ture. All definitions were reduced to three state models

as follows: (i) DSSP: G and I to H, B to E, all other

states to C; and (ii) STRIDE: G to H, b to E, all others

states to C, where G is 310-helix, I is p-helix, B and b

are isolated b-bridge. A simple majority rule (two out

of three) was applied to look for the consensus of the

three secondary structure assignments.

Then the above two primary data sets, i.e., data sets

of chemical shifts and secondary structures, were cross-

referenced and all chemical shifts were classified into

three categories: helix (H), extended structure (E), and

random coil structure (C). Six chemical shifts in three

secondary structure states were collected into a data

set, call the target data set. The target data set con-

tained 601 BMRB entries—44377 1Ha, 55338 1HN,

44203 13Ca, 35317 13Cb, 28099 13C¢, and 47986 15NH

chemical shifts—of which 377 entries contained cyste-

ine residues are summarized in Table 1.

Two-dimension cluster analysis of chemical shifts

The successful identification of secondary structure

and redox state of cysteine residue was already dis-

cussed in an earlier paper (Wang et al. 2006). Hence,

it has been widely believed that it should be possible

to apply similar cluster analysis to identify remaining

19 amino acids. A total of 267 scattering diagrams

were plotted as shown in Supplementary material III.

The 15 paired chemical shifts of 6 data sets plots

were available for each of remaining 19 amino acids,

except Gly and Pro which are short of 2 kinds of

chemical shift information (Gly: Cb and Ha, Pro: NH

and HN). Because the significance level of 10%,

which corresponds to the selected 90% inclusion rate,

has been one of the popular options tabulated for

statistical analysis, a direct simplex search algorithm21

of the Matlab functions (MathWorks, Inc.) was em-

ployed to find the minimum of ellipse area and to

ensure that each ellipse contains 90% of the chemical

shifts in the same color. In addition, the cluster

boundaries of all ellipses in 2D plots contained 90%

of the chemical shifts suggesting that this method

provides a 90% level of confidence of the prediction.

For example, the two-dimension NH/C¢, HN/C¢, and

Ha/C¢ chemical shift plots of alanine residue exhibited

distinct clusters as shown in Fig. 1a–c, where colored

ellipses mark cluster boundaries; helix in red, and

extended structure in blue. Furthermore, an eyeball

examination reveals that each HN/NH plot of 20 amino

acids hardly contributes in the secondary structure

recognition. Thus, they are dropped from further

consideration, and only 14 scattering diagrams for each

residue were employed during our two-dimension

cluster analysis.

Scoring matrix and decision ground rule

For every one of the 20 amino acids one-dimensional

frequency plots for 15NH, 1Ha, 1HN, 13Cb, 13Ca, and 13C¢
chemical shifts as a function of secondary structure are

plotted in Supplementary material II. These plots are

consistent with the idea that major difficulty of sec-

ondary structure identification with one-dimensional

analysis is the overlap region between helix and

extended structure. Similarly it is observed that in

Fig. 1a, the secondary structure cannot be identified if

the C¢ chemical shift is less than 178.4 ppm or greater

than 176.2 ppm. However, an eyeball inspection

reveals that the HN/C¢, and Ha/C¢ plots of Fig. 1b, c

plots are more competent for distinguishing helix from

extended structure in this overlap region (176.2–

178.4 ppm). In particular, helix and extended structure

clearly fall in two distinct clusters in Fig. 1c. All other

nuclei share the similar property with various two-

dimension cluster plots examined. Therefore, we

believe that different plots can provide helpful infor-

mation to distinguish the secondary structures. As a

result, the probability scores were calculated using the

score matrix as shown in Supplementary material I

Table S1, where P̂rðf v1; v2Þj represents the probability

of an f-state for observed chemical shifts of v1 and v2,

and s (f) is the sum of those 14 probability scores in

that column. It is noted that (v1,v 2) might take values

of (ca,cb), (c¢,ca), (nh,ca), (ha,ca), (hn,ca), (c¢,cb), (nh,cb),

(ha,cb), (hn,cb), (nh,c¢), (ha,c¢), (hn,c¢), (ha ,nh), and

(hn,ha), and ca, cb, c¢, nh, ha, and hn are values of Ca, Cb,

C¢, NH, Ha, and HN chemical shifts, respectively. In

addition, f can be in either the helix (H) or extended

structure (E). The random coil structure (C) is defined

simply as neither the helix nor extended structure.

Three situations are distinguished while applying

two-dimension cluster plots to estimate P̂rðf v1; v2Þj : (i)

(v1,v2) falls outside all elliptical areas; (ii) (v1,v2) falls

Table 1 Summary of
chemical shifts of amino acids
of target data set

No. of proteins 1Ha 1HN 13Ca 13Cb 13C¢ 15NH

Cysteine only 377 1,303 1,410 714 591 488 899
All amino acid residues 601 44,377 55,338 44,203 35,317 28,099 47,986
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onto one and only one elliptical area; (iii) (v1,v2) falls

onto an intersection area of two ellipses. The decision

ground rule describes as follows:

Rule 1. Add up probability scores of each column in

the scoring matrix to obtain the total score s (f) for

secondary structure states.

Rule 2. Identify state f if and only if s (f)‡ 0.8 · k,

where 0.8 represents the decision threshold we chose

after our target data set with 601 entries were tested,

and k is the total number where (v1,v2) resides at

either [i] or [ii] aforementioned situations.

The probability score equals 0 and can not applied

to scoring matrix when situation (iii) occurs. Thus, it is

reasonable to suggest that the more k amounts will

improve the reliability to estimate the prediction

accuracy. In addition to the actual probability values of

being in helix or extended structure states, the k values

were displayed for each residue by running our 2DCSi.

Results and discussion

2DCSi web server

A web-based server called 2DCSi (http://www.ncku.2ds-

ci.idv.tw/) which aims to perform the secondary structure

identification by chemical shifts was described herein.

It can be used via a World Wide Web (WWW) browser

or a stand-alone program running under the MS/DOS

operating system. The 2DCSi input takes only the

chemical shift file in BMRB (NMR-STAR) format,

and the output provides a secondary structure state and

the redox states of cysteine residues in both graphic

and tabular formats as shown in Fig. 2. Besides, for the

user it would be more useful to know the actual

probability of being in different secondary structure

states. Thus, the values of probability for the given

residues to be helix or extended structure states were

Fig. 1 Two-dimension NH/C¢
(a), HN/C¢ (b), and Ha/C¢ (c)
chemical shift plots of alanine
residue. The chemical shifts
of helix and extended
structure were shown in blue
and red, respectively. The
ellipse of helix and extended
structure contain 90% of the
chemical shifts

Fig. 2 The 2DCSi web server is shown in both graphic and
tabular formats using BMRB5741 as an example. The graphic
output shows protein sequences with helix in blue, extended
structure in red, oxidized cysteine residue in brown, and reduced
cysteine residue in dark green. In tabular format, columns 1–5
show amino-acid residue number, identified secondary structure
and redox state, the number of 2D plots applied to score matrix
(k), p(E) probability of extended structure, and p(H) probability
of helix, respectively
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also presented. The downloadable stand-alone pro-

gram is available for free at this server.

RefDB analysis

Some algorithms to identify secondary structure claimed

high accuracy, but on small datasets those were also

used in training the methods. Therefore, we selected

RefDB, a secondary database of reference-corrected

protein chemical shifts derived from the BMRB, to

estimate secondary structure prediction accuracy. The

RefDB performed sequence homology search to pre-

vent the redundancy in protein sequences, and the

proteins with less than 60% sequence homology were

included. Of these 601 proteins for which matching

PDB entries could be identified; 101 contain only 1H

assignments; 71 have both 1H and 15N assignments, and

165 proteins for all Ha, HN, Ca, Cb, C¢, and NH

assignments included. As can be seen from Table 2,

there are strong correlations between prediction

accuracy and the used nucleus numbers. However, we

are often unable to expect that all kinks of nuclei were

measured by NMR spectroscopy for each residue.

Therefore, we come to a compromise using at least any

three chemical shifts of six data sets. The global accu-

racy of ~87% with the RefDB dataset (336 proteins;

40,706 residues) was observed. Moreover, for 165

proteins with a full 6 data sets of chemical shifts, 2DCSi

can achieve an average global accuracy of > 88%.

More complete details of these results are available in

the Supplementary material IV. The Q3 global accu-

racy, which is the same as definition by Chou and

Fasman (1974), is given by

Q3 ¼
N � total incorrectð Þ

N
;

where total incorrect is the total number of residues

whose secondary structure states are identified incor-

rectly and N is the number of residues in the protein.

We emphasize that the accuracy reported in this paper

is the global accuracy for full set of residue, not cal-

culated by well-defined or core secondary structure

fragments.

Comparison with existing methods

In order to compare our method with others, a data set

of 102 new proteins that does not include proteins from

the RefDB has been downloaded from the ‘‘New

Entries’’ page of BioMagResBank (BMRB; http://

www.bmrb.wisc.edu) since October 27, 2005, and those

meeting the following criteria were removed: (i) Only

one kind of nucleus was measured, (ii) No any corre-

sponding PDB entries, (iii) Many missing chemical

shifts were observed, and (iv) Paramagnetic proteins.

Thus, this left us with 45 proteins (~5329 residues) for

which we could perform the secondary structure

identification with 3 different programs. To obtain the

reference corrections in chemical shifts, we ran

SHIFTCOR program (Zhang et al. 2003) on this 45

proteins dataset at http://www.redpoll.pharmacy.ual-

berta.ca/shiftco. The average global accuracies (Q3) of

2DCSi, CSI, and PsiCSI over this dataset are shown in

Table 3. The CSI Q3 accuracy was ~84% with a stan-

dard deviation of 6.8%; both 2DCSi and PsiCSI

achieved an average global accuracy of at least 87%

with a standard deviation of 5.3% and 5.7%, respec-

tively. Obviously, 2DCSi provides the smallest stan-

dard deviation and it might suggest that the secondary

structure prediction is more reliable than others.

In general, a major weakness of existing methods is

in distinguishing extended from random coil structure.

However, our 2DCsi achieves the best global accuracy

for identifying extended structure from all the data sets

used in this paper. Using BMR7004 as an example, CSI

and PsiCSI are partially correct on the identification of

longer extended structure fragment (Val82–Thr97). It

has been shown that the shorter extended structure

(Val82–Ala88), and incorrect random coil structure

(Asp89–Thr97) are identified. In contrast, 2DCSi is

able to identify this longer extended structure fragment

completely as shown in Supplementary material V.

These results demonstrate that 2DCSi is more accurate

for identifying extended structure than other methods.

The more detailed results and the frequencies of the

different types of errors are tabulated in Supplemen-

tary material I Table S2, and Table S3, respectively.

Pecan method was not included here because it

does not assign secondary structures from their web

server report. It just gives the probabilities and

allows users to make decision by themselves. How-

ever, Pecan reported a Q3 accuracy of 90% for 36

proteins with ~ 6100 residues from testing dataset of

PSSI reporting. In order to compare Pecan, we used

same dataset and achieved 88% Q3 accuracy. More

complete details of these results are available in the

Supplementary material VI. Again, we emphasize

Table 2 Average global accuracy of different nucleus combina-
tions

Nucleus types # Entries Q3(%) H E C

(1Ha,1HN) 101 76.06 84.47 64.84 85.69
(15NH,1Ha,1HN) 71 80.62 90.89 68.15 82.99
(13Ca,13Cb,13C¢,

15NH,1Ha,1HN)
165 88.14 91.16 87.78 87.24

At least three nuclei 336 86.71 90.42 84.69 83.73
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that the 88% accuracy obtained in this dataset is the

global accuracy for full set of residue. However, the

90% accuracy obtained by the Pecan method used

core scoring protocol, it has been believed that it

should be possible to increase the accuracy of pre-

diction by apply well-defined or core secondary

structure fragments.

Only 1H nucleus chemical shift Identification

As we showed earlier, there is a positive relationship

between the usable nuclei and global accuracy.

However, it is not reasonable to assume that the

each protein would be measured by all three differ-

ent atoms, i.e., 1H, 13C, and 15N. Thus, we make no

secondary structure identification for each residue

which is less than three chemical shifts of six data

sets; instead it gives the probability and allows users

to make decision by themselves. It indicates the

probability for the given residue to be in the given

state, and user could set a threshold based on their

needs. For example, the bmr5207 protein only in-

cluded 1H nucleus chemical shift assignment, the

probability values for each residue output by our

2DCSi program was shown in Supplementary mate-

rial I Table S4. In general, a residue can be readily

distinguished from the other state when it has a

probability of that secondary structure type above

0.8. With the decision threshold of 0.8, we obtained

a ~86% accuracy.

Conclusion

In 1994 Wishart and Sykes carried out a one-dimensional

statistical analysis of chemical shift-based for the

identification of protein secondary structure. Since

then there are two different strategies for identifying

secondary structures either by chemical shift alone or

upon combination with sequence information. All of

these methods based on a one-dimensional analysis to

provide some indices of identifiable secondary

structures from various nuclei chemical shifts. How-

ever, each of the 15 paired chemical shifts, except for

HN/NH plot, has its characteristic cluster to separate

helix from extended structure on specific amino acids

by analyzing the two-dimension cluster scattering dia-

grams. For example, NH/Ca plots of Ala, Leu, Met, Ser,

and Thr are very precise in distinguishing the helix

from extended structure. Similarly, Ha/Cb plots are

good in Ala, Gln, His, Ile, Phe, Ser, and Thr. However,

the most significant scattering diagram of 15 paired

chemical shifts is the Ha/C¢ plot. It is widely useful and

clearly distinguishing between helix from extended

structure for each of 19 amino acids. This result differ

slightly from the earlier study applied four Ca/Cb, C¢/
Cb, HN/Cb, and Ha/Cb plots to identify secondary

structure and redox state of cysteine residue (Wang

et al. 2006).

In this work, we have shown that the 2DCSi method,

only based on chemical shift information, produced a

better average global accuracy and the smallest stan-

dard deviation than the existing chemical shift-based

approaches, especially for the extended structure. In

addition, the cluster boundaries of all ellipses in 2D

plots contained 90% of the chemical shifts, i.e., a sig-

nificance level of 10%, suggesting that 2DCSi provides

a 90% level of confidence of the prediction. For pro-

teins with a full six data sets of chemical shifts, i.e., 1Ha,
1HN, 13Ca, 13Cb, 13C¢, and 15NH, 2DCSi can achieve an

average global accuracy of > 88%. This is in part due

to the decrease of overlap problem of one-dimensional

analysis. This result suggests that the further

improvement will be obtained from an n-dimensional

analysis (n > 2).
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